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Jeremy: The only lead we still suggest following is to contactthe JFK Library...What is your thought???-------------

-------------------------------------------------CALL REPORTIssue # 78Document's Author: Brian Rosen & Dave 

Montague/ARRB Date Created: 05.22.1997Who initiated the call? Evelyn Lincoln Project Subject: 2nd 

conversation w/ S.C. Blakeslee re: Lincoln EstateDescription of the Call We spoke w/ Blakeslee today as part of 

our final effort to locate diaries/papers of the late Evelyn Lincoln. We wanted to confirm statements made by 

Robert White & Maria Ray concerning the inventory made by White & access to material re: Ray.Blakeslee 

made the following statements re: his knowledge/participation in the inventory of the Estate & the disposition 

of materials:-Ray had 2 or 3 attorneys over the course of this affair-2 separate inventories were 

made...Blakeslee retained a "Stephanie Kenyon" when he 1st became involved w/the Estate in order to have 

an official appraisal for the Court...The appraisal did not involve the contents of the trunks or file cabinets 

relevant to our interests...This appraisal is the one mentioned by Noble/Ray & has since been faxed to us...-

Blakeslee confirmed White's statement that Blakeslee prepared the typed version of White's inventory (using 

White's original notes) & submitted it to White for his signature...Blakeslee said he'll look for White's original 

notes (they may be w/Noble as part of transfer of Estate files) & send them to us if found...-Blakeslee 

confirmed Ray's statement that Ray did not have access to the file cabinets & trunks while staying at the 

Lincoln's apartment because the cabinets & trunks were locked-Blakeslee description of what was removed 

from the apartment falls in between the versions given by Ray & white...His understanding is that Ray took a 

few items back to Florida, but not numerous boxes as White described & nothing that could be considered an 

assassination record....this act prompted the litigation between White & RayWe thanked Blakeslee for his time 

& asked him to call if he finds anything relevantto our efforts.Stephen C. Blakeslee, Jr. (540.837.1389)Rural 

Route 1, PO Box 83Boyce, VA 22620------------------------------------------------------------John Noble, Esq. 

(301.762.7200)-lawyer who serves as the resident agentMrs. Maria L. Ray (407.784.0179)-new Executor of the 

Estate235 South Orlando Ave.Cocoa Beach, FL 32931Robert White (410.788.7471)-collector of JFK 

memorabiliaDon't forget to compose individual Action Item documents for any action items that resulted from 

the call!
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